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She helps Dominick come to understand Thomas's illness better and the family's accommodations or reactions to it. In
the course.

Then, she describes the moment everything changed for the Tethered. Helen then calls Barry and Julie to come
over quickly. She does not notice the fisherman sneaking into her house through the back door, going upstairs
and hiding in her bedroom closet. A year before the 'accident,' David and his girlfriend Susie were involved in
a car crash not far from where the film's 'accident' scene occurred. They tell Gabe and Ariel that Hillary would
have died without help. In the process, Dominick reviews his own difficult life as Thomas's normal brother,
his marriage to his gorgeous ex-wife, which ended after their only child died of SIDS , and his ongoing
hostility toward his stepfather. They are clones, but they are forced to share a soul. She describes how there
once was a girl and she had a shadow. Ray strongly denies being the one and claims that whoever knows is
after him too for he received a similar letter. Beautiful and alluring, Vivian lives a wild life working in
gambling parlors. On her way over, Julie hears a strange sound coming from the back of her car. This time, the
same man is being pushed into the back of an ambulance, dead and bloody. Meanwhile, Julie arrives back at
Missy's house in hopes to convince her that her brother is still alive, and to secretly find out more about who
the stranger called Billy Blue was. Barry claims he'll 'talk' to Max in private, but Barry gets carried away,
threatening Max with an ice pick, telling him to leave them alone, even though Max claims he has no idea
what Barry is talking about. Feeling that maybe Egan survived and is staying with a local relative, Julie and
Helen head out to the Egan's residence deep in the inland swamps. The world, however, is filled with death.
Julie panics, thinking that Ray may actually be the murderer and takes off running, only to be chased by Ray
before a fisherman stops him, and puts her onto his boat. The driver, wearing a dark fisherman's rain slicker
and wielding a large ice hook, gets out of the car and stands over him. The officer gets out to investigate, only
to come face-to-face with the killer, who kills the officer with the ice hook. Her dad denies this at first. Ben
has set the boat adrift and intends to kill Julie, who leads him on a cat-and-mouse chase through the ship. Ray
manages to come to his senses, and takes a small motorboat, catching up to Ben's boat. They are two
reflections becoming one. Her father, distracted by yet another game, fails to notice as she wanders into an
abandoned funhouse of mirrors. As they talk, she suddenly notices the name of the boat he works on Billy
Blue! Guilt, confusion, and doubt build in them until they can no longer stand to be with each other or look at
themselves in the mirror. In Sonora, Ariel is best friends with Syrah and Monica, the latter for whom Ariel has
romantic feelings. Ariel and Gabe hit things off quickly, and Ariel begins to wonder if she is straight, gay, or
bisexual. All that is found of Ben is the severed arm with the hook in the hand. Back at home, with the lights
out and their children in bed, Gabriel and Adelaide return to their own bedroom, each with different intentions
in mind. Helen returns to her home that night, and prepares for the 4th of July parade the next morning. The
Wilsons stare in terror as four haunting reflections, each with a pair of golden scissors, take over their home.
Eventually abandoned and left alone forever, they were driven to insanity. The journal recounts that Maya
married the much-older Jason to get away from her crazy, Scientology-obsessed mother and that Maya was in
love with her best friend, a girl named Tati whom she later married. Her parents, struggling through a rough
patch, wonder if their child has PTSD and, if so, what she saw that caused such a fright. When the novel
begins, Ariel and her dad, Mark, have come to live in Sonora, California. Julie thinks that the handwriting
matches that of the note she received, and tries to convince Missy that her brother is not dead. She does not
feel equal to other black children. As she looks around the boat, she finds one room that contains photos and
other articles about her, Helen, Barry and Ray Believing that she has become a mouthpiece for the devil, Maya
stops speaking to everyone except Bailey. The spiritual strength gained during the sermon soon dissipates as
the revival crowd walks home past the honky-tonk party. When the Police question Julie and Ray about why
Ben would have wanted to kill them, they claim they have no idea. This turns out to be another local teenager,
named Max Johnny Galecki. When Adelaide ate good meals, Red ate raw rabbit.


